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pack v1rarNews Tempe Students: Create your own State of Mind A new group of Tempe high school students are creating their
own schools for themselves in a program that brings virtual schools to the Twin Cities. The online pilot program, dubbed Virtual
High School, is developed by Reach Inc., an education-technology company in Minneapolis. Each semester, Virtual High School

teams of five students split into two groups of two. A team has a private website that looks like a "learning home page" on the
Internet. At that page, participants take virtual courses ranging from math to foreign language to college prep. The team is

coached by "mentors," alumni of Reach Inc. who were involved in the organization's inaugural online learning program, Reach
Online. Each team members must meet three times for two months to learn about virtual learning, and they meet once a week

online to pursue their goals. For example, one team has created a virtual school they call Freya Middle School. Both groups use
the services of Reach Online. "It's a general education online school," said David Golub, the program director of Reach Inc. "It's
a place where students do physical activities like football and baseball, and then take high-level courses and study abroad, like a

foreign language." Teams of five can earn a certificate for achievement, which they can share with colleges and employers,
Golub said. "Teams will be reviewed monthly, and in the summer, depending on the end result, they will have the option to

graduate," Golub said. "Teams can be on their own schedule. Some teams have already been working through this semester, and
now they're graduating." The five members of each team will graduate together and find jobs. "In Minnesota, there are more
and more under-represented students," Golub said. "The student body today is very diverse in what it looks like, in terms of

ethnicity and gender. Therefore, there's a need to serve all those students." A lack of community The nationwide recession and a
lack of grant funding have prompted Reach Inc. to develop the Virtual High School program. "We have the same enrollment

problem we have
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